starting point for various variants and generalizations. We can here point out e.g. Lucas (with 2 and 1 as opening values) and the so-called generalized Fibonacci numbers (starting with arbitrary integers a and b).
Preliminaries
In this paper a, b, k, n denote natural numbers. The following propositions are true: (1) For every real number a and for every natural number n such that a n = 0 holds a = 0. (6) For every non empty real number a holds (a n ) 2 = a 2·n .
Let us mention that τ is positive and τ is negative.
The following propositions are true: (9) For every natural number n holds τ n + τ n+1 = τ n+2 . (10) For every natural number n holds τ n + τ n+1 = τ n+2 .
Lucas Numbers
Let n be a natural number. The functor Luc(n) yielding a natural number is defined by the condition (Def. 1).
and L(0) = 2, 1 and for every natural number n holds
The following propositions are true: (11) Luc(0) = 2 and Luc(1) = 1 and for every natural number n holds Luc(n+ 1 + 1) = Luc(n) + Luc(n + 1). (12) For every natural number n holds Luc(n + 2) = Luc(n) + Luc(n + 1). (13) For every natural number n holds Luc(n + 1) + Luc(n + 2) = Luc(n + 3). Let n be a natural number. Note that Luc(n) is positive. Next we state a number of propositions: (19) For every natural number n holds 2 · Luc(n + 2) = Luc(n) + Luc(n + 3). (20) For every natural number n holds Luc(n + 1) = Fib(n) + Fib(n + 2). (21) For every natural number n holds Luc(n) = τ n + τ n . (22) For every natural number n holds 2 · Luc(n) + Luc(n + 1) = 5 · Fib(n + 1).
(23) For every natural number n holds Luc(n
27) For every natural number n holds Luc(n + 3) · Luc(n) = Luc(n + 2) 2 − Luc(n + 1) 2 . (28) For every natural number n holds Fib(2 · n) = Fib(n) · Luc(n).
(29) For every natural number n holds 2 · Fib(2 · n + 1) = Luc(n + 1) · Fib(n) + Luc(n) · Fib(n + 1).
(30) For every natural number n holds
(31) For every natural number n holds Fib(2 · n + 1) = Fib(n + 1) · Luc(n + 1) − Fib(n) · Luc(n).
Generalized Fibonacci Numbers
Let a, b, n be natural numbers. The functor GFib(a, b, n) yielding a natural number is defined by the condition (Def. 2). 
Next we state a number of propositions:
(32) For all natural numbers a, b holds GFib(a, b, 0) = a and GFib(a, b, 1) = b and for every natural number n holds GFib(a, b, n+1+1) = GFib(a, b, n)+ GFib(a, b, n + 1).
(34) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, b, n) + GFib(a, b, n + 1) = GFib(a, b, n + 2).
(35) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, b, n+1)+GFib(a, b, n+2) = GFib(a, b, n + 3).
(36) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, b, n+2)+GFib(a, b, n+3) = GFib(a, b, n + 4).
(37) For every natural number n holds GFib(0, 1, n) = Fib(n).
(38) For every natural number n holds GFib(2, 1, n) = Luc(n).
(39) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, b, n) + GFib(a, b, n + 3) = 2 · GFib(a, b, n + 2).
(40) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, b, n) + GFib(a, b, n + 4) = 3 · GFib(a, b, n + 2).
(41) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, b, n
(42) For all non empty natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a,
(43) For all natural numbers n, m holds Fib(m) · Luc(n) + Luc(m) · Fib(n) = GFib(Fib(0), Luc(0), n + m).
(44) For every natural number n holds Luc(n) + Luc(n + 3) = 2 · Luc(n + 2).
(45) For all natural numbers a, n holds GFib(a, a, n) = GFib(a,a,0) 2
(46) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(b, a+b, n) = GFib(a, b, n+1).
(47) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, a, b, 3) ).
(48) For all natural numbers a, b, k, n holds GFib(GFib(a, b, k), GFib(a, b, k+ 1), n) = GFib(a, b, n + k).
(49) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, b, n + 1) = a · Fib(n) + b · Fib(n + 1).
(50) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(0, b, n) = b · Fib(n).
(51) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, 0, n + 1) = a · Fib(n).
(52) For all natural numbers a, b, c, d, n holds GFib(a, b, n) + GFib(c, d, n) = GFib(a + c, b + d, n).
(53) For all natural numbers a, b, k, n holds GFib(k · a, k · b, n) = k · GFib(a, b, n).
(54) For all natural numbers a, b, n holds GFib(a, b, n) = (a·−τ +b)·τ n +(a·τ −b)·τ n √ 5
.
(55) For all natural numbers a, n holds GFib(2 · a + 1, 2 · a + 1, n + 1) = (2 · a + 1) · Fib(n + 2).
